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CHAPTER IX 

Semi-relativistic description 
of particles with spin 

1 Introduction 

For single particles that move in external electromagnetic fields equations of 
motion and of spin have been derived in a completely covariant way in the 
preceding chapter. If a set of particles moves under the combined influence 
of external fields and mutual interactions, a covariant description can be 
obtained only in the framework of quantum electrodynamics. This would 
take us outside the scope of the present treatise. However magnetic effects 
are found already if the non-relativistic theory (in which only electrostatic 
terms are effectively taken into account) is extended with terms up to and 
including those of order c-2• Such a description will be the subject of this 
and the following chapter. In point offact we shall not even have to consider 
all terms of order c-2, but only those which contain at least one magnetic 
multipole term. Such an approximation can alternatively be described by 
declaring magnetic multipole moments as being of order c0, and subsequent 
ly retaining only terms up to order c-1: the so-called semi-relativistic approx 
imation. 
The present chapter will be devoted to the study of the semi-relativistic 

theory for a set of point particles with spin grouped into stable entities, while 
the next chapter will contain the corresponding theory of continuous media. 

2 The Hamilton operator up to order c-2 fora system of 
Dirac and Klein-Gordon particles in an external field 

The wave equation fora single Dirac particle with mass mand charge e in an 
external electromagnetic field with potentials (()0 and A0 is 

where ijJ is a four-component wave function and where the Hamilton opera 
tor has the form 

Hop = COC'1top + [Jmc2 +e(f)e(R, t). 
Here we used the 4 x 4 Dirac matrices a. and /J, and the abbreviation 

e 
1t0p = P0p- -A0(R, t). 

C 

(No anomalous magnetic moment term has been included in the Hamil 
tonian.) 
If one wants to describe a system of two Dirac particles one needs a wave 

function which is an element of the direct product space of the wave func 
tions for particles 1 and 2, and hence a Ió-component wave function, labelled 
by two indices each running from 1 to 4. For such a system the Hamiltonian 
describing the time behaviour of the wave function will be the sum of two 
Hamiltonians of the type (2) and an interaction term. An approximate form 
for the Jatter (tantamount to taking only terms up to order c-2 into account) 
has been written down by Breit1 in close analogy to the classica! Darwin 
Hamiltonian (which is valid up to order c-2, see problem 6 ofchapter III). 
It reads 

H = ez fJ _lN ·T(R -R )•N } int op - l Z""l l 2 ""2 , 
' 4nlR1 -R2I 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where e1 and e2 are the charges of the two particles, R1 and R2 their co 
ordinates and where the three-tensor T is given by 

ss T(s) = U+ -- . 
sz (5) 

Furthermore a.1 and a.2 are Dirac matrices operating on the first and second 
index of the wave function respectively. (In the direct product notation, they 
may be written as a.® 1 and 1 ®a. respectively.) The total Hamiltonian of the 
two-particle system has thus the form 

2 

Hop= L {ca./1t,,0p+/J,m,c2+e;(f)e(R,, t)} 
i=l 

Hop i/J(R, t) = _ ~ èifi(R, t) 
i àt ' 

(1) 
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e e + 1 2 {l-½cx1·T(R1 -R2)·a.2} (6) 
4nlR1 -R21 

1 G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 34(1929)553, 36(1930)383, 39(1932)616; fora discussion from the 
point of view of quantum electrodynamics, sec for instance H.A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter, 
Quantum mechanics of one- and two-electron atoms (Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1957) p. 
l 70ff, or A. I. Achieser and W. B. Berestezki, Quantenelektrodynamik (Teubner, Leipzig 
1962) p. 428ff. 
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with 
e 

1t;,op = Pi,op - -Ae(R;, t). 
C 

D CH. IX 

(7) 

The Dirac matrices fî1 and fî2 should be understood in the same way as c,;1 
and c,;2. 
The Hamiltonian ( 6) contains the matrices ix1 and c,;2, which are odd in 

the Pauli representation of the Dirac matrices that has been used in the pre 
ceding chapter. As a consequence the wave equation is in fact a set of 16 
coupled wave equations. A similar situation of coupled equations arose for 
the one-particle system with its four-component wave function. There it 
turned out to be possible to write the set of four coupled equations as two 
uncoupled pairs of coupled equations, one for the upper two components 
and one for the lower two of the wave function. The advantage ofthis proce 
dure was that then positive and negative energy solutions could be considered 
separately in a convenient way. In the present case we want to execute a 
similar programme, again uncoupling the upper-upper part and the lower 
lower part from the other components of the wave function1. To that end 
we first transform the wave function by means of a product of two Blount 
transformations, as for the one-particle case. Then the first two terms of the 
Hamiltonian get even form, as in (VIII.143), if one considers only terms 
linear in the external fields ( or in the charges) and without derivatives of the 
fields. If one is not interested in terms of higher order than bilinear in the 
charges, the last term of the Hamiltonian ( 6) transforms into an expression 
which is obtained by utilizing the product of the two Blount transformations 
up to order e0, i.e. the product of the P-FW transformation operators 
(VIII.56) both for particle 1 and particle 2. Then we obtain 

~ ~ { e.hc H0p+±"-_1..., /J;En;+e;cpc(R;, t)- -'-f];a;·Bc(R;, t) 
,~1 2E; 

e- hc
2 

) ( )) - - ( ) - ---'-- -2 (P; /\ <1; -B; R;, t j + Hint = H, 8 
2E;(E;+m;c) 

where at the right-hand side the Weyl transform fl of û; has been written. 
The first terms represent the two one-particle Hamiltonians of (VIII.143). 
The last term is the Weyl transform of the transformed interaction Hamil 
tonian. In view of ( 4) this interaction Hamiltonian consists of two terms 
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(10) 

+±"-Hn,int· (!!) 
From the rules for Weyl transforms (VIII.132) and the abbreviations 
(VIII.62) 

?;; = ~ a_u_(i) ut(i) = - ~ U(i) ~_u_t(ï), 
i 8P; i 8P; 

-½ (hi ÛÇz -ç2ç2): V2 V2F--k(V2 V2F): (-hi ~Çz -ÇzÇz) oP2 oP2 

+¼çz·V .rv 2 F)·ç2 + ... 
with the abbreviation 

where 

F = _ ei e2 oc1 ·T(R1 -R2)·oc2 
8rr/R1 -R2! 

oc; = U(i)et:; ut(i). 

(12) 

one finds for (10) 

fl1.int = (l+ç1·V1 +ç2·V2+ç1·V1 Çz·V2+½ç1 <;1: V1 V1 

1 ) e1 e2 +zÇzÇz: Vz Vz+ ... --- ---- 
4rr!R1 -R2I 

Furthermore we find in the same fashion for the second interaction term ( 11) 

flu,int = F +½ç1 ·V1 F +½(VJ F)'ç1 +½{2·V2F +½(V2FH2 

(13) 

+¼ç1 ·V 1 Çz·V 2 F +¼ç1 ·V 1(V 2 F)·ç2 +¼çz·V 2(V 1 F)·ç1 

+¼(V1V2F):ç1ç2-i(hi-8_5J.. _ç1ç1) :V1V1F 8P1 

-½CV1 V1F): (-hi oçl -çlçl) +¼ç1·V1(V1FH1 
8P1 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

flint= fll,int+flu,int, (9) 

1 It is unnecessary to decouple also the upper-lower part and the lower-upper part from 
each other, v. Z. V. Chraplyvy, Phys, Rev. 91(1953)388, 92(1953)1310. 

In deriving (13) and (14) we employed theidentity, which follows from (12), 

_a2U(i) U\i) = !__ (~ <;;) - ~ <;;<;;- (17) 
er, oP; er, n n 
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The transformed Hamiltonian, given by (8) with (9 ), ( 13) and ( 14) is not 
in closed form. It contains series in the derivatives of the interparticle poten 
tial, occurring in (13) and of the function F (15), occurring in (14). In the 
case of one single particle in an external field, such series (but there with the 
derivatives of the external field) also appeared, at least in principle. But there 
( as well as here for the external field terms) these series could be braken off 
on the assumption that the external field did not change rapidly ( on the scale 
of the Compton wave length). Here, for the interaction terms (13-14), we 
are not in such a simple situation, since the interparticle fields may change 
rapidly. The series may still be braken off if a stronger assumption is adopted 
namely that only terms up to a certain order in c-1 should be taken into 
account. In fact both ( 13) and ( 14) may be seen as series in powers of c - 1, if 
one realizes that ç; is of order c - 1 and oç J oP; of order c 2, as follows from 
the expressions (VIfI.63). Therefore we shall limit ourselves from now on to 
terms up to and including those of order c-2 (terms of higher order in c- 1 

can only be obtained consistently if one starts from an expression of more 
genera! validity than ( 4) ). ln that case the expression (8) becomes 

~ 2 [ 2 p2 p4 p. 
H ::;+ '\' /3-111-c +/3· -'-- -/3- --'- -/3-e- ~'- ·A (R- t) op .....- ~ i I r r 3 2 1 z e 1 ' 

i= 1 2m; 8m; c m; c 

e.li { P- IJ + e; cpc(R;, t)- -'- <1';" Bc(R;, t)/3; - ~' A Ec(R;, t )j 
Zm,« Zm,« 

H0p :.± {J\ t'2 +0\ 02 +6\ e, +6\ 02, 

+Bint, (18) 

where only terms up to first order in the external fields have been retained 
and where now Hint is given by (9) with (13-14), the Jatter without the 
terms indicated by dots. 
The Hamiltonian in (I 8) contains a number of terms which are already of 

even-even form, i.e. they do not couple the upper-upper and the lower-lower 
parts of the wave function with the upper-lower and lower-upper parts. The 
interaction Hamiltonian Hint however contains also parts which are of even 
odd, odd-even and odd-odd character and hence do couple the upper-upper 
and lower-lower components with each other and with the mixed com 
ponents. The genera! form of (18) is thus 

(19) 

where 0'; and {!); indicate even and odd parts with respect to the matrix 
indices pertinent to particle i. The odd parts in (19) may be brought into a 
more convenient form in the following way. Let us transform the Hamil 
tonian by means of an operator 

Up to order e1 e2 this operator is unitary, ifthe l; are real coefficients. This is 
seen by taking into account that the last three parts of the Hamiltonian (19) 
are of order e1 e2• 

If the Weyl transform of V0PH op v0-;, 
1 is calculated, one finds in the first 

place a term which is simply the product VHv-1 of the Weyl transforms 
given by ( 19) and (20). Up to order e1 e2 this product is: 

vû v :' = t162+<S'1t2+é\é"2+01&2-û1E2t102-2J.2E1
<r102 

-2[J.3(E1 +/31 fJ2E2)+J.4(E2 + /31 f32E1)}t162, (21) 

whcre we used the (anti)commutation property.of /5; with even ( odd ) matrices 
/\ ( t;) and the fact that the terms independent of e1 and e2 in H are /î1 E1 

+ 
fi 2 E2. We require that the transformed Harniltonian, part of which is written 
in (2 l ). contains no <~ 1 C 2 and t 1 c~ 2 terms. so we choose J.1 l /2E

2 
and 

J.2 !/2E1. Then the upper-upper terms (and the lower-lower terms) are 
no longer coupled to the mixed cornponents through terms of the type 
I, 1 t 2 and t 1 6 2. 1 n order to achieve that the odd-odd terms do not give rise 
to unwanted couplings, one rnay try to make thern vanish as well. This gives 
rise to a unitary operator which is singuJar and has therefore to be rejected. 
However the odd-odd terms are harmless 1 al ready if they are multiplied by 
( 1 - fJ 1 /f 2 ), because then this term gives zero if it operates on a wave function 
which has only upper-upper or only lower-lower components. This is ac 
complished by choosing J.3 and J.4 as 1 /{ 4( E1 + Ez)}. Hence the unitary 
operator (20) which we employ is 

V -c+]+ J R r: /(, 1 (;J //"; fi) fi1+/J2 /n /(, 
op+'- -~~ 1'2 () 1 C/2 + -- 11 C71 O 2 + --~- -·- ~ lY1 C/2 • 

2E2 2E1 4(E1 +1:2) 
(22) 

vop :,± j + J.1 /J2 @' 1 02 + },z/31 {!)1 @' 2 + (Î,3 /31 + Î,4/J2){!)1 {!)2 · (20) 

Then, up to order c-2 and e1 e2, the transformed Hamiltonian becomes, 
employing the rule (VIIL 132) for the Weyl transform of a product, 

f: 2 2 
Vopfiop vo;1 :.± 6"1 t'2+½(l-fi1/J2)<9102+ _i __ c (1+(J1(J2)L1101 02, (23) 

16E1 E2 

where we used the fact that the terms with á\ 02 and {!)16)2 in (19) are both 
of order c - 1• (The Laplacian operating on the coordinates of particle 1 has 
been denoted by L11.) Hence in the transformed Hamiltonian again a term 
(namely the last) appears that is of the unwanted kind discussed above. 

1 z. V. Chraplyvy, op. cit. 
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However, in contrast with the IP1 IP2 term of (19) (which is of order c0) it 
is only of order c-2• It may be made to disappear by a final unitary trans 
formation with an operator 

wop~l+ /31+/32 h
2
c
2 

4(E1+EJ 16E1E2 
(l+/31/32),110102. 

Then the Hamiltonian gets the form (up to order c-2 and e1 e2): 

Hop = wop vop flop vo; 1 wo/ ~ iff 1 6'2 +½(1-/31 f32)1P I IP2 · 

If we confine ourselves to positive energy solutions, i.e. to wave functions 
with only an upper-upper part, we may replace /31 and /32 by 1 so that the 
last term drops out. Then we have for the Weyl transform of the Hamiltonian 
effectively only the even-even part @" 1 @" 2 of the right-hand side of ( 18 ). The 
even-even part of (13), up to order c-2, follows by making use of the ap 
proximate expressions for the even and odd parts of çi (v. (VHI.63)): 

hP;A <T; 
;; -·-2' ':,i,e = -4m;c 

-liif3irr,i 
Ç;,o = 2m;C 

Substituting these expressions into ( 13) we find 

n, _ = [i+ ~ {"!._(Pi_~~JV; + _!!_ ,1-}] e1 e2 
, int L,; 2 2 2 2 i • 

i=I 4mic 8m;c 4nlR1-R2I 

If we use moreover the approximate expressions for &i (16): 

&i,e = /3 pi 
me' 

&- = rr,, ,,o 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

we find for (14) with (15), up to order c-2, 

Hu,int = -/31 /321P1 P2 +½h(u1 A V1)P2 +½li(u2 A V2)P1 

+1.h2(u A V )(u A V )"\ . e1 e2 T(R1 -R2) (29) 4 t 1 2 2J· 2 8nm1 m2c IR1 -R2l 

If we replace /31 and /32 by 1, we have found now for the complete Hamil 
tonian for positive-energy solutions, up to terms bilinear in the charges and 
up to order c- 2 ( omitting irom now on the double circumflex es over H0P): 

2 [ 2 p~ p4 p. 
H0P ~_L m.c + -' - -+i -ei--' ·Ae(R;, t)+ei<pe(R;, t) 

,=1 2m; 8mic m.c 

e-h f P- }] - -'-<1;' lBe(R;, t)- -'- AEe(Ri, t) 
Lm,« Zni,«: 

+ [1 + ± {ri__(P_;_!' u;t~; + _!!'.._ ,1-}] e1 e2 
i=I 4m;c2 8m;c2 ' 4nlR1 -R2I 

_ e1 e2P1·T(R1 -R2)·P2 -{;;,.( V )·P h( V )·P 
2 n<T1/\ 1 2+ <TzA 2 1 

8mn1 m2 c IR1 -R21 

+½h2(u1 /\ Vi)·(u2 /\ V2)} ----~~{2-·-c - , 
8nm1m2c IR1-R21 

where in the last term we used the property of the tensor T(s) (5): 

T(s) 1 
( a /\ V s)· - = 2( a /\ V s) - 

4ns 4ns 
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2 h2 - I --~e1e2ö(R1-R2). 
i=1 8mic 

(30) 

(31) 

for an arbitrary vector a. 
The Hamiltonian 1 obtained contains in the first place the approximation 

up to order c-2 of the one-particle Hamiltonians for particles 1 and 2. It 
includes, apart from the non-relativistic terms, a kinetic term with the fourth 
power of the momentum and two terms which couple the spin with the 
electromagnetic field. Furthermore interaction terms appear, which apart 
from the Coulomb term, are all of order c-2• One recognizes spin-orbit 
coupling terms with the vector product of momentum and spin. Next terms 
with the Laplacians acting on the Coulomb expression appear. They may 
be written alternatively as2 

(32) 

Furthermore one encounters the quantum-mechanical analogue of a term 
in the Darwin Hamiltonian of classica! theory (see problem 6 of chapter III). 
Finally two terms that couple the spin of one particle to the momentum of 
the other, and a spin-spin interaction term occur. The last term may be 

1 V. e.g. H. A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter, op. cit. p. 181; A. I. Achieser and W. B. 
Berestezki, op. cit. p. 431. 
2 
In the past confusion about this term existed. Instead of the operator corresponding to 

(32) one found a non-herrnitian operator by employing an elimination procedure for the 
lower components of the wave function. Then the normalization of the wave function is 
lost, so that non-hermitian terms appear (cf. A.I. Achieser and W. B. Berestezki, op. cit.). 
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written in an alternative form by using the ancillary formula 

v, v, -1- = Ysph v. v, _J __ -½Ub(s), 
4ns 4ns 

(33) 

which expresses the double nabla operator acting on ( 4ns )-1 in its principal 
value and a term with the three-dimensional delta function multiplied by the 
unit tensor U (v. problem2 of chapter II). Then the last term of (30) becomes 

, e1 e2 h2 e1 e2 &srh<ï1·V1 <ï2·V2 --- 2 -<ï1"<ï2 7 6(R1 -Rz). (34) 
16nm1m2c JR1-R2J 6m1m2c 

The Hamilton operator, given in (30) describes a system consisting of two 
Dirac particles. The generalization to N Dirac particles is obvious. The same 
procedure may be followed to bring the Hamiltonian into a form which does 
not couple the upper- ... -upper part of the wave function with the other parts. 
The result is an expression like (30) but now with N one-particle contribu 
tions and -!N(N- 1) pair contributions of the type given there. 

The physical systems con sist usually of electrons and nuclei. The couplings 
of the electrons with the external field and with each other are described by 
terms of the form (30). Since the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons, 
their spin effects can often be neglected: hyperfine splittings are small cor 
rections only. Therefore we shall describe the nuclei from now on as par 
ticles without spin, i.e., as Klein-Gorden particles. To find the Hamilton 
operators for the interaction of a Dirac and a Klein-Gordon particle and of 
two Klein-Gordon particles in a form comparable to (30) (for the inter 
action of two Dirac particles) one has to start from an expression that comes 
instead of ( 4 ). Just as the Jatter formula for two Dirac particles can be derived 
from quantum electrodynamics, one may obtain for the interaction of two 
Klein-Gordon particles l and 2: 

--~-1-~ _ ei e2(:r3 + ir2)1(r3 + ir2)i (~1.op f !"'__2,op _:__1:(~1 -Rzfü (35) 
4nlR1 -R2I 8c2 l 1111 • l 1112 ' 4nJR1 -R2I J/' 

where the Feshbach-Villars representation ( chapter Vll l, section 4) has been 
employed. The interaction between a Klein-Gorden particle 1 and a Dirac 
particle 2 is given by 

e1e2 e1e2(r3+ir2)1 (Pi,op 
4nlR

1 
_:_R~ - - 4c l 11-;~ ' 

·T(R1 -R2)·oc2) 
4rrlR1 - R2I J · 

(36) 

( As compared to ( 4) one finds here that the Dirac matrix a for a Dirac 

particle is to be replaced by (r3+ir2)P0P/mc fora Klein-Gorden particle. 
Moreover anticommutators have to be added for the latter case.) If one takes 
the same steps as those which led from (4) to (30), one finds from (35) and 
(36) an expression like (30) for the Klein-Gordon particles but without 
o-terms and the term with the Laplacian. Jn this way one finds fora collection 
of electrons and nuclei ( described as Dirac and Klein-Gord on particles in 
the present model) that the Weyl transform of the total Hamiltonian is given 
by 

'\"' p2 '\' e.e, '\' f p. ) 
H0P ~ 1-.,--'-- + L ' ., +Lei lcpe(R;, t)- --'- ·Ae(R;, t)f 

; 2111; i.iu=i, 8nJR;-Rjl ; m.c 

- I __ Pi - I - e; ej !'._i_ ·T(R;-R_;)· !:1 
i 8m;c2 i,j(i*jJ 16rrc2JR;-R_;I m; m.i 

+ I' _e;!_jh f(Pi Á(Ï·) ·v.-2 (pj Á(Ï·) ·v.î -- 1 __ 
i,.iU*.il 4m;c

2 l m; ' ' mj ' 'j 4nlR; R) 

- I" _ __e_;e.i_'3.;(<ï;A V;)-(<ï.i/\ Vj)---! -- 
i..iU*.i! 8m; m.ic 4nJR;-R_;I 

I' e; e.i h
2 
'(R R ) I' e.h {B ( ) P; (R )) - - -- -- o . · - ---- <ï·' l R. t - -- AE . t f 2 2 l- J l C L' C 1, 

L.iU*.il 8111; c ; Lm,« Ztru c 

= H(I, ... , N; t), (37) 

where the rest energy terms have been suppressed. The primes indicate that 
the summations concerned are extended only over the electrons. (One should 
note that a single prime at a double summation sign means that only the 
summation over the first index is to be limited to the electrons.) 

3 The field equations and the equations of motion fora set 
of spin particles 

[n this section we shall first study the equations of motion and in connexion 
with them the field equations. The Hamilton operator that specifies the 
system is given by expression (37). 
The equations of motion for the electrons and nuclei will follow by evalu 

ating the commutators of their position operator with the Hamiltonian. The 
position operator for electron i reads up to order c-2: 

x. R ho, A p. 
1,op i + -- 1,op 

4m2c2 -- 

' 
(38) 
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as follows from (VIH.68) of the preceding chapter. The position operator 
found there is valid only for a free particle. However by comparison with 
(VIII.150) it may be seen that up to order c- 2 the position operator does not 
change ( at least not with terms in the potentials) if an external field is 
switched on. For the nuclei the position operator is simply 

X;,op = R;, (39) 

as fol!ows from (VIII.204). 
The equation of motion for an electron i will follow by taking first the 

commutator of (38) with the Hamiltonian (37). With the rules for Weyl 
transforms (in particular (VI.Al61)) one finds up to order c-2: 

_ dX;,op _ i [ X ] en h en ( ) v,,op = --- = - H0p, i,op +t::;-- - ~<l;/\ :_-, _40 
dt h oP; 4m; c oR; 

or explicitly 

p. e- p2p_ 
V• :,::t-.! - ---'--- A (R- t)- ----'-'-- !,op e i' 3 2 

m; m,c 2m;c 

_ L !_~'!_JP/T_(R;-Rj) _ I' e;ejh <1-1\ v. __ 1 
j(*iJ 8mn;mjc2IR;-R) j(*i) 2m,mjc2 1 1 4nlR;-R) 

dv;,op = i [H ] óv;,op -,-+ , 
111;-- - 111; - op, V; op +m; --- +r J!» 

dt h , àt 

( 41) 

The second time derivative is found by taking once more the commutator 
with the Hamiltonian and adding an explicit time derivative. Then one finds 
an equation of the form 

where /; is the Weyl transform of the force on the electron. It is convenient 
to study first its part/;., which depends on the external fields. Retaining 
only terms linear in these fields (and linear in the charge e;) we obtain 

e- f;e = e;E0(R;, t)+ -' P; /\ B.(R;, t) 
111; C 

e- e- 2 - --fzP;P;·E.(R;, t)- -½zP;E0(R;, t) 
mi c 2m;c 

(42) 

The total force has a similar structure. It becomes: 

e- /; = e;ei(R;, t)+ -' P;/\bi(R;, t) 
m.c 

e- e- 2 h [ - -f-i P;P;"ei(R;, t)- -½z P; ei(R;, t)+ {V; bt(R;, t)}·<1; 
m; c 2m; c 2m; c 

( 
p. )] e-h2 

+½{V;ei(R;, t)}· -' /\<1; + -' 22 Ll;ei(R,, t), m;c 4m,c 

with partial fields 

ei(R, t) = E.(R, t)+ L eiR, t), 
j(*i) 

b,(R, t) = B.(R, t)+ L b/R, t), 
j( *i) 

(44) 

if only terms bilinear in the charges are included. Only the last term of (44) 
is of a type that <lid not occur in ( 43 ). The other terms contain, instead of 
the external fields E. and B., the Weyl transforms of quantities e, and b

1
, 

which will be called the total fields acting on the particle. They are of the form 

(45) 

e.it [ ( P- )] + ' {V;B.(R;, t)}·<1;+½{V;E0(R;, t)}· -' /\<1, . 
2m,c m.c 

(R ) _ _ V 1 ej p ·V P/T(Rj-R) ej , t - ej ---- + --
2
-
2 
j 

4nJRj-RI 2mjc 4nlRj-RI 

e-h l + -1
- V(P - /\ <1-)-V --- 

41117 c2 1 1 4n1Rj-RI 

e j h 1 e j h2 '( ) - -22 P/V<1j/\ V--- - + --2-2 Vu Rj-R, 2mjc 4nJRj-RI 8mjc 

e- ( p. ) e-h 1 b/R, t) = __ 1__ V /\ 1 - -1 - V /\(<1j/\ V)-- . 
mjc 4n1Rj-RI Zm ,« 4n1Rj-RI 

The partial fields generated by particle j have been written here for the case 
that j is an electron. In the sums of ( 45) all particles occur. F or nuclei one 
has to retain only the first two terms of e j and the first term of b j. 
The total force ( 44) on electron i gets a simpler interpretation if one intro 

duces the fields at the position X, rather than at R;. Since the difference 
between these quantities is of order c- 2, such a change of arguments of the 
fields affects only the first term in (44). One has, with (38), 

(46) 

(43) h<1-/\P- 
e(X;, t) = e(R,, t) + --~-2/ ·V; e(R;, t). 

4m;c 
(47) 
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Then the equation of motion ( 42) with ( 44) may be written as 

de, op / (X ) e; b (X ) e; P P ( , ) 111; _d.:_ :.± i = e;et ;, t + -- P;/\ t ;, t - --22 i ;-et X;, t 
t 111;C 111;C 

ei p2 (X ) e; h [ru - (X )} - ------ . e . t + --·- l". b . t ·a- 2 2 L t l' t t 1' I 
2m;c Zm,«: 

+[V;e,(X;,t)}·(-1>_;_ Aa;)]+ ·e;~;Ll;et{X;,t). 
.l11;C 4111;C 

( 48) 

where 00ra = c-1a1ra = c- 1 { a, H}r +o0a ( cf. (VI.72)) with the Hamiltonian 
H (37) and where the sources have the form 

pc= :I;e/5(Xj-R), 
j 

-1. - ' ej p '(X R) C ] - L,-- ju j- , 
j mjc 

p = I' ...!i.:1 2 (Pj/\(Jj-¼hV)c5(Xj-R), j 2mjc 
(51) 

The Weyl transforrn of the force contains in the first place the Lorentz force, 
present already in non-relativistic theory, supplernented here by two relativ 
istic corrections. connected with the motion of the particle. Then two spin 
terms appear, which couple the space derivative of the magnetic field with 
the spin of the particle and the space derivative of the electric field with the 
spin in motion. One should note that here, in analogy with the classica! 
theory for the orbital magnetic moment. the vector product of the momentum 
(divided by m;c) and the spin rnagnetic dipole moment eJwJ2m;c occurs 
and not just half of it as in ( 44 ). 
The equation of motion for the nuclei may likewise be derived from the 

Harniltonian (37). For the velocity operator one finds then the same result 
as (41). For the second derivative one obtains, after multiplication with mi, 
an equation like ( 48) but without spin terms and with a factor 8 instead of 4 
in the denominator of the last term. 
In deriving the equations of motion we encountered certain expressions 

(45) with (46) which have been called the Weyl transforms of the total 
fields (acting on particle i) and which occurred in the equations of motion 
(48). The sums e and bof the external fields (Ee, Be) and all partial fields 
(e;, bJ: 

,, e; h -(X R) m = L, --- a;à ;- . 
; 2m.ic 

(The primes at the summation signs indicate that the sum has to be extended 
over the electrons only.) The delta functions occurring here contain the 
position X; (38) of the electrons in their arguments. One should understand 
them as an abbreviation of the expression (cf. (47)) 

f;(X--R) = f;(R--R)+ 11.(J_;AP_; ·\7.6(R--R). 
J J 4 22 J J 

n1;C 
(52) 

e(R, t) Ec(R, t)+ I e;(R, t), 
j 

b(R, t) = Bc(R, t)+ L blR, t) 
j 

(49) 

satisfy equations that follow from the explicit expressions ( 46), namely 

\?·e = pc - V·p, 

-00re+ V /\ b = c-1.i + V /\ m, 

V·b = 0, 
Oor b + V /\ e = 0, 

(50) 

(The use of X_; instead of R; is only significant in the first expression of ( 51 ), 
since in the others it gives rise to terms of order c - 3.) [n the derivation of 
(50) with (51) we retained only terms linear in the charges, as is consistent 
with the fact that in the Hamiltonian (37) only terms bilinear in the charges 
have been included. 
The equations (50) with (51) contain in their source terms charge and 

current densities of the same form as the non-relativistic ones ( v. (VI. 73) ), 
except for the occurrence of X;, and moreover polarization and magnetiza 
tion densities pand m due to the presence of spin. Terms of this type occur 
here already at the sub-atomie level in contrast with what was the case for 
point particles, as treated in chapter VI. 
Owing to the use of the position operator X; ( which has co variant charac 

ter; v. the preceding chapter), the polarization p contains a term due to the 
spins in motion which has a form similar to that of the relativistic classica! 
expression for a composite particle, namely with the vector product of the 
velocity P)m; and the magnetic moment ejha/2mjc 1. 
The equations of motion (48) and the field equations (50-51) show - 

as compared to their non-relativistic counterparts (VI.73) and (VI.81) - 
1 
If the non-covariant position R1 had been used one would find only half of this term: cf. 

J. M. Crowther and D. ter Haar, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Wet. B74(1971)341, 351. 
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which terms have to be added ifspin effects are included (up to order c-2). 
In addition we have to discuss the equation which describes the change in 

time of the spin for the electrons. It may be obtained by calculating the com 
mutator of the spin operator with the Hamiltonian. From (VIII.79) of the 
preceding chapter it follows that up to order c-2 the spin operator for elec 
tron i is 

s;,op = ½h {ui+ (P;,op Au,) A P;,op} 
2m;c2 • 

(53) 

Although the spin operator, given there, pertains to a free particle, it follows 
by comparison with (VIII.15 I) that up to order c- 2 the spin operator does 
not change if external fields are present. 
The spin equation follows by taking the commutator of (53) with the 

Hamilton operator (37). One finds, with the rule for Weyl transforms, up 
to order c-2, 

ds, op i [H ] ei h { b ( ) - 1 ( P; ) ( )} _, - = op' si,op +± --- (Ti /\ t Ri' t + C - /\ CT; /\ et R;' t . 
dt h Zm,« m; 

(54) 

The fields e, and b, at the right-hand side are given by (45) with (46). They 
are taken at the position R;. Application of formulae Iike (47) shows that 
one may write X; instead of R, if one wis hes: the difference leads to terms of 
order c-3• For the same reason one may replace ½hui by s;. 
The equation ( 54) shows that a moment is exerted on the spin if it is not 

parallel to the magnetic field and if its vector product with the velocity 
P;/m; is not parallel to the electric field. 

4 The semi-relativistic approximation 

To derive equations for stable groups ofparticles we start from the equations 
for the Weyl transforms of quantities pertaining to point particles with spin, 
that have been given in the preceding sections. By making Taylor expansions 
of quantities occurring in the Jatter equations, we obtain expressions which 
contain multipole moments of orbital and spin character that characterize 
the stable groups as a whole. 
In the following not all terms of order c-2 will be retained in the multipole 

expanded quantities, but only those for which at least one of the factors c - 1 
is contained in a magnetic orbital or spin multipole moment. An alternative 
way to express this procedure consists in considering both the electric and 

magnetic multipole moments as quantities of order c0, and subsequently 
retaining only terms of order c-1. In this way we shall obtain a set of approx 
imate equations, which we shall call the 'semi-relativistic limit' of the theory. 
(In classica! theory (v. chapter IV) we employed a similar approximation.) 
The reason for considering such a truncated form of the c-2-equations is 
that in this way all magnetic interaction terms, especially those due to 
magnetic multipole moments in motion, are taken into account, while effects 
as the Lorentz contraction of the electric multipole moments are left out. 
The Jatter effects are indeed rnuch smaller than the former, since they con 
tain the velocity of the atom as a whole instead of an intra-atomie velocity. 
As a result one finds then expressions which show an analogy between elec 
tric and magnetic contributions (v. sections 5 'and 6). 

5 The equationsfor thefields due to composite particles 

The first pair of sub-atomie field equations (50) with (51) reads, if instead 
of the summation indexj we introduce a double index ki where k labels the 
stable groups ( atoms) and i their constituent particles: 

V·e = I ek;ö(Xk;-R)- I' _!_k{h 
2 
(Pk1/\uk;)-Vb(Xk1-R) 

k,i k,i 2mki C 

,, ek;h2_ L1ö(X --R) + L, 2 2 k, ' k,i 8m1d C 
(55) 

- V b 'ekipki -(v R) ,, ek;h V '(X R) -0ore+ /\ = L, --- () Aki + L, --- /\ CTk;U ki- . 
k,i mki c k,i 2mk; c 

The quantity Pk;/mki occurring at the right-hand sides of the equations may 
be replaced by à1rXk;, where the symbol à,r stands for a Poisson bracket 
with the Hamiltonian H (37). This is justified since we Iimited ourselves in 
the right-hand sides of ( 55) to terms linear in the charges and up to order c-2. 
We now introduce a privileged point R; for each atom k. The relative 

coordinates of the particles with respect to this point will be denoted by 

rk; = Xk;-Rk. (56) 

Then, by making a Taylor expansion of the right-hand sides of (55) one gets 
the expressions 
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00 

Pe - ' (-1)"- 1v11 : '(µ.A(n) - c-1..,:,(11) . /\ V )ö(R -R) ~ . L,; k k,sprn k k , 
n= 1 k 

00 

c-1j+oop{ L (-1)"-lvn-l: I i1tl0(Rk-R)} 
n=l k 
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(57) 
(1) 

+ V /\ { I ( - q-ivn-l : I (vk") + C-1 µf") /\ vk)ö(Rk-R)}, 
n=l k 

where the definition of the semi-relativistic approximation has been em 
ployed to suppress a number of terms. The atomie charge and current 
densities1, that occur here, are given by 

Pe = L ekö(Rk-R), 
k 

j = I ekvkö(Rk-R) 
k 

(58) 

with vk defined as atPRk, i.e. by a Poisson bracket of Rk with the Weyl trans 
form of the Hamiltonian plus an explicit time derivative. Furthermore the 
expressions (57) contain the electric and magnetic multipole moments, de 
fined as 

A(n) _ A(lf) ,1(11) µ.k - µ.k,orb + l'"k.spin, A(fl) A(tt) A(ll) 
'Vk = 'Yk,orb + 'Yk,spin 

with their orbital and spin parts 

A(ll) _ 1 ' n 
µ.k,orb = L, eki r«. 

n' . . ' 
A(II) = 1 (',0 '\"'I ekih 11-lf(A , ) } µ.k,spin - --- J L, -- rki L Oop I ki /\ Uki , 

( n - 1) ! ; 2mki c 

A(fl) _ n ' n-1 (A • ) 'Vk,orb = --- L, eki rki rki /\ Oop 1 ki , 
(n+l)! i 

(59) 

(60) 

A(lf) = 1 '\"'I ekih 11-1 
'Yk,spin - --- L, -- rki Uki · 

( n - 1) ! ; 2mki c 

The symbol Y indicates that a symmetrization has to be performed on the 
asymmetrie tensor in front of which it appears. The moments are all defined 
with the help of the internal coordinates rki (56). We note that here such pure 
ly space-Iike quantities have been employed as internal coordinates, in con 
trast with what was done in classica! semi-relativistic theory. For that reason 

1 These atomie quantities should not be eonfused with the sub-atomie quantities (51), 
denoted by the same symbols. 

we now want to introduce multipole moments expressed in terms of quanti 
ties r{;. The latter wil! be defined in terms of rki and its derivative in a way 
completely analogous to the classica! treatment (v. (IV.AIO0)): 

r{; = r« +½c-
2(8,p Rk)·rk;(atP Rk) + c- 2(8tP Rk)-rki e.; "ki. ( 61) 

Substituting the inverse ofthis expression (up to order c-2) into (57) with 
(59) and (60) one finds 

«-v», 
c-1j+80pp+V r.m, 

with the electric and magnetic polarization densities 

(62) 

00 

p = I (-1)"-lvn-l : I (µ.f"l-c-1vk"l /\ vk)ö(Rk-R), 
n=l k 

(X) 

m = I (-1)"-1v"-1: I (vf•l+c-1µ.f"l /\ vk)ö(Rk-R). 
n=l k 

(11) _ (n) + (11) µ.k - µ.k,orb µ.k,spin, 

with orbital and spin parts: 

(n) - 1 ' '" µ.k,orb = - L, eki rki' 
n! ; 

(11) (n) + (n) v; - 'Vk,orb vk,spin' 

(n) = 1 y,f ekih ,tn-l{(a ') }- A(ll) µ.k,spin - -( l) 1 L, 
2
--- 1 ki OP ru /\ Uki - fLk,spin, n- . , mkic 

(n) = n '\"' ,11,-1 ·' (a ·') _ "(Il) 'Yk,orb - --- L, eki I ki 1 ki/\ OP 1 ki - 'Vk,orb, (n+l)! i 

(11) _ 1 ,, ekih tn-1 A(ll) 
'Yk,spin = ---- L, --- rki (Tki = 'Yk,spin. 

(n-1)! ; 2mk;e 

(63) 

The semi-relativistic multipole moments µ.f•l and vf•l that occur here are 
defined by expressions of the same form as ( 59-60 ), but with r{i instead of 
rki: 

(64) 

(65) 

Since all terms of order c-3 are to be neglected, in fact only the orbital 
electric multipole moments µk','lrb and µ.[~lrb are different. 
The expressions ( 63) show a complete symmetry between the electric and 

magnetic multipole moments, just as the corresponding classica! expressions 
(IV.57) and (IV.58). In particular one finds now a contribution to the electric 
polarization, due to magnetic multipole moments in motion. The multipole 
moments that occur here contain contributions due to the occurrence of spin: 
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the definitions (65) show how multipole moments for spin particles have to 
be defined such that they add to the orbital multipole moments that occur 
already in non-relativistic theory (v. (VI.87)). 

6 The laws of motion for composite particles 

a. The equation of motion 

The equation of motion for a composite particle in a field wil! be obtained 
from the equation ( 48) for its constituent particles, which may carry spin. 
From the derivation given in (38-48) it follows by inspection that the left 
hand side of (48) has as Weyl transform mJJ;pX;+(eJ12/8m;c2)L1;e1(X;, t) 
so that (replacing i by ki) one may write ( 48) in the form: 
o,p[mu{I +½c-2(8,rXk;)2}0,PXkd 

= ekiet(Xki, t)+c-1ek;(otPxka/\ bt(Xk;, t) 

+ ek;h [{\\;bi(Xk;, t)}·O'k;+c-1{\\;ei(Xk;, t)}·{(è,rXkj/\O'k;}] 
2mk;C 

ek;h2 ( ) (6 ) + ~2~2 L1kiet Xk;, t' 6 
8mk;C 

where the fact has been used that in the right-hand side of ( 48) P k;/mki could 
be replaced by DirXki (up to terms of order c-2 and bilinear in the charges). 
The fields which occur here are given by the expressions ( 45) with ( 46). The 
equation (66) is valid for the electrons. For the nuclei an equation like (66) 
but without spin terms and without the last term follows immediately from 
(48). 
The equation (66) bears a close resemblance to the classica! equation 

(IV.A87), the difference being that extra spin terms occur here and that all 
quantities are Weyl transforms of operators. Just as in chapter IV we want 
to define a centra! point that characterizes the composite particle as a whole. 
To that end we introduce now an operator Xk,op with Weyl transform Xk in 
such a way that the Weyl transform of the relative position rki = Xk;-Xk 
satisfies the equation (cf. (IV.AIO!)): 

, { +i -2 (~ )2. 'T' mki rk; 2 c mk, o,r rk; 1 ki 

-2 \- ekiekj -2 (o ) (~ )} 0 +c L, , Yk;+C 111ki tPXk "I\; 01rYki = • 
j( * il 8n1Xk; - Xk) 

(The order of the matrices occurring here does not matter, since only terms 
up to order c-2 are to be retained.) The factor IXk,-Xk)-1 is defined in a 

(67) 

similar way as in ( 4 7). From ( 67) follows the expression for the centra! point 
Xk in terms of Xki (38-39) 

x, = 1 I mkixki+ -
1
-2 I {tmk;(atP"ky"ki 

mk ; mç c ; 

, ekiekj (' X) (;:, )\ + L, rki + mk, Oip k ·rki u,p rki J · 
j(*il 8n/1\;-rk) 

(68) 

At the right-hand side the relative positions rki are to be understood as 
Xki-m;1 ï:»;»: (or Rki-m;1 IimkiRk;), since only terms up to order 
c-2 are to be included. 
From (66) one may derive an equation for the atoms as a whole by taking 

a surn over the electrons and nuclei. If one intróduces now quantities r!.;, de 
fined in ( 61) (with X; instead of Rk), one finds as the left-hand side of the 
equation of motion the Poisson bracket derivation o1p of a quantity that has 
the same form as (IV.Al09). The right-hand side of the equation of motion 
may be split again into three parts: an intra-atomie, an external and an 
interatomic field contribution. The Weyl transforms of the fields are given 
by ( 45) with (46) instead of (IV.Al 11 ). In the former spin terms and a deriv 
ative of a delta function occur for the electron contributions, which are 
absent in the latter. Another difference is that the latter contains terms with 
accelerations, which are missing in the former, because they are effectively 
quadratic in the charges. As a consequence the intra-atomie contributions 
to the right-hand side of the equation of motion are the sum of terms that 
are the counterparts of those of (IV.Al 12) and an extra spin contribution 
- a ,pg k with g k given by 

- ,, ekiekjh V 1 llk = L. ---2 (Tki /\ ki --,- , 
i,jU*n 2mk;c 4n/rk;-rd 

For the Weyl transform of the equation of motion for the composite 
particle as a whole we obtain thus on a par with (IV.Al 13): 

(69) 

' [! 1 - 2 2 1 - 2 '\' (o )2 - 2 , eki ekj \ . ] otP 1mk+zc mkvk +ze L. mki ,rrk; +c . _L.. -·--;-···~,-f Vk-t-llk 
\ , ,,1(,*1l 8n/1ki-1k) 
= I ek;{e(Xk;, t)+c-1(81rXd/\ b(Xki, t)} 

+c-
2
0,r [ f eki {(otrrd·e(Xk;, t)rk;+(otrXk)·rk;e(Xk;, t) 

+ !."... /\ e(Xki, t)/1] + I' ek; h [{\\i b(Xki, t)}·O'ki 
mk ; 2mk;c 

+c-1{\\;e(Xk;, t)}·{(otPXk,)/\O'd+ _h_ Llkie(Xk,, t)] , (70) 
4mkic 
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with vk == atPxk the Weyl transform of the velocity and sk == L; mki"ki /\ 
a,P ru the ( non-relativistic) orbital inner angular momentum. The quantities 
e and b are the Weyl transforms of the interatomic and extern al fields. 
[f the external fields change slowly one may make a multipole expansion 

of the external field terms at the right-hand side of (70) and retain only the 
charge and dipole terms. Then one finds, in semi-relativistic approxirnation, 
with the definitions (64) and (65) for the semi-relativistic multipole moments 
defined with respect to Xk, for the external field contributionj'j, of the right 
hand side of (70) (cf. (IV.Al 18)): 
fk; = ek(E0(Xk, t)+c-1vk/\Bc(Xk, t)} 

{V E (X )}·( c1i -1 c1i ) fV B (X )'·( co -1 <tl , ) + k c k, t µk - c vk /\ vk + l k e k, t f vk + c µk /\ vk 
+c-101p{µfl ABc(Xk, t)-v?;rb/\Ee(Xk, t)}, (71) 

where the Maxwell equation V /\ E; - 60 Be for the external fields has been 
employed. If a single composite particle moves in an external field the semi 
relativistic (Weyl-transformed) equation of motion becomes thus: 

o,p(mkvk+gk)=fk~, (72) 
where at the left-hand side only those c-2-terms that contain spin vectors 
have been retained. As compared to the non-relativistic equation 
(VI.98-100) one finds here, apart from an extra term gk at the left-hand side 
due to the presence of spin, a term that couples the magnetic dipoles in 
motion with the gradient of the electric field at the right-hand side and more 
over a term with the vector product of the orbi tal magnetic moment and the 
electric field. The Jatter is the magnetodynamic effect, from which the spin 
part is absent here, since the electrons are supposed to carry only normal 
magnetic moments (v. (VIILl58)). Furthermore both the electric and mag 
netic dipole rnoments contain spin contributions. The fields E; and Be are 
taken at the centre Xk of the composite particle. 
For a set of cornposite particles which move in each other's fields, there 

also exist interatomic contributions to the right-hand side of (70). lf the 
atoms are outside each other one may make a multipole expansion both for 
the sources of the interatomic fields and for the particles on which the fields 
act. One finds then in the semi-relativistic approximation a double multipole 
expansion in terms of electric-electric, magnetic-magnetic and electric 
magnetic multipole moments. Only the former two terms are written down 
here for brevity's sake: 

,L_,L = _ '\""' V ~ vn: !l(n)vm: ,,(m) 1 
J k J ke L, k L, k . r-« l . rl 

l(ifck) n,m=O 4rrlXk-Xif 

+ I v, Î (vz- l : vin)/\ Vk)·(v;n-1 : v["'l /\ V1) 1 . (73) 
1(*kl 11,111=1 4n1Xk-Xz! 

In the genera! case that the atoms are at arbitrary distances of each other 
one may write the sum of the forces due to the external and interatomic fields 
as the sum of a long range and a short range part. The long range part fkL 
is given by the sum of (71) and (73). The short range part/; equals the differ 
ence of the unexpanded interatomic field contribution and the expanded one 
(73). We write down only those terms ofJ;,5 that are the unexpanded counter 
parts of fkL -t': They read 

J; = - I I [1-c-2(ê1prk;)-(à,pr1j) 
l(*k) i,j 

-2,a ( )' !( 11 n )· 1 +c "l tP ru=ri, f0 l -- <Tk;+ - (Tij /\ Vkif 
2mk; 2mlj 

-2 11
2 

( V )·( V )] V ek;eu (•L ,L) +c (jki/\ ki <Tij/\ ki ki - ·- - Jk -Jke. 
4mk; ml.i 4rr1Xk; Xljl 

The terms with spin only apply for the electrons, not for the nuclei. The total 
equation of motion in semi-relativistic approximation becomes 

Û1p(mk vk + 9k) = fkL +ff 
with both long range and short range forces at the right-hand side. 

(74) 

(75) 

b. The enerqy equation 

The energy equation for a composite particle is obtained by multiplying 
equation (66) by atPxki and summing over i. Then one finds, by introducing 
the relative positions rki and using (67), for the left-hand side an expression 
which is the analogue (in facta Weyl transform) of (IV.Al 21 ). If one defines 
subsequently, just as in (IV.Al22), a quantity r{; by rneans of the definition 
., " J -2 2" J -2 (" ) rki == 01rrk;+z·C vko,rrk;+zc vk· 01rrk; vk 

-2 (" )" ek; (X ) +c vk· 01pl\; 01Prk;+ --2 vk·rkiet ki> t' 
lnk;C 

(76) 

one finds for the left-hand side of the energy equation the Poisson bracket 
à,p of a quantity that has the form (IV.Al24). At the right-hand side of the 
energy equation appears the sum of an intra-atomie, an interatomic and an 
external field contribution. For the first of these one gets, by making use of 
the field expressions ( 46), a result that is the sum of an expression like 
(IV.Al25) and extra terms depending on spins and on the delta function 
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o(rki-rkJ, namely (up to terms bilinear in the charges): 
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,., [ , { eki ekj ek; eki h
2 
'( .1 1 )}] -otP uk+vk·uk- ~ 1 1 + 2 2 u ru=r«, 

i,iU*il 8n[rki-rk) 8mk;c 
(77) 

(in the last term the summation over i is confined to the electrons), where we 
employed the abbreviation uk given by 

_, f1 h ;1.( '<7) uk= ~ \ + ---2 1ki aki!\ "ki i.j(iif' j) \ lnki C 
h2 

} 
ek-ek- + 2(aki!\Vki)-(aki!\Vk;) --f-1..---:-- (78) 

4mki mki c 8n\rki - rkil 

(in the second term the summation over i is confined to the electrons; the 
same applies to both i and} in the third term) and Uk given in (69). (In (78) 
we included the Coulomb energy although it drops out in (77); this wil! turn 
out to be convenient in the following.) As the energy law, up to order c-2, 
we find now an equation which is the counterpart of (IV.Al26), namely 

a [1 2 3 -2 4 , (1 ;12 1 -2 :12 2 3 -2 •14) 
tP zmkvk+sc mkvk+ '1 2mki1k;+4c mki,kivk+sc mk;rk; 

J. -2 , ekieki f·I ·T(·I _ ,1 )·:1 2} + zC ~ ---
1 
--·--

1
- lrki ru iki 1k_;+vk 

i.j(i * n 8n\ rki - rk_;I 

-2 ,1 ekiekih
2 
'( 1 1) J -c ~ --2- o ru=r«, +uk+vk.Uk 

i.i(i*i) 8mki 

= ~ edatPXk;)-e(Xki, t)+ I' (atPXk;)- [ ek;h {Vk;b(Xki, t)}'aki 
k., k., 2mki C 

ekih f ( )}·f(a ) 1. ek;h
2 

,i ( )] + ·--·2 lVkie x.; f l tPXki f\(1kiJ + -2-2 LJJ<ie x.; f 
2m";c 8111kic 

+c-2a,p [Ieki f sk !\e(Xki, t) 
; \ m.; 

+2(3,Prk;)-e(Xk;, th;+vk·rk;e(Xk;, t)} ·vk], (79) 

where the tensor T bas been defined in (5) and where e and b are the sums 
of the external fields and the interatomic fields due to the other atoms. 
If the external fields change slowly a multipole expansion of the cor 

responding terms at the right-hand side of (79) may be performed. The 

dipole terms read in the semi-relativistic approximation 

1/!Zc = ekvk·Ec(Xk,t)+vk°{VkEc(Xk>t)}·(µkI)_c 1vf0Avk) 
+ é\p(µl1) - c- 1vf) /\ vk)·Ec(Xk, t)-(vil) +c-1 µ[1 l /\ vk)· óBc__(~' t) 

ot 
+ è1rM'.2pii1 ·Be(Xk' t)} + 2c - 1 a,P{ (vfjrb /\ vk)·Ee(Xk' t) }, (80) 

where we employed the Maxwell equation V /\ E; - ê0 Be for the external 
fields. Only the terms that are linear in the charges are to be retained here. 
(For convenience terms with a,P(vi1l /\ vd have been added, although strictly 
spoken they are negligible in the present approximation.) For the semi-relativ 
istic (Weyl-transformed) energy equation of a single composite particle in a 
slowly varying external field we found thus 

" (! 2 + . + ) _ ,/ L o,p zink vk vk Uk+ tk uk - •./Jkc 

with the internal kinetic energy 

1' .,2 tk = 2 ~ mk; rki · 

vk·(Vk Ee)·(µf\lpin - C - lvf;pin /\ vk) + vk ·(Vk Be)·vt;pin · 

(81) 

(82) 

At the right-hand side of (81) an expression appears which is equal to (80). 
From the latter form one finds by comparison with the non-relativistic 
result (VI.105-106) which additional terms arise in the semi-relativistic 
theory: in the first place terms due to moving magnetic dipole moments and 
moreover terms with the spin parts of the electric and magnetic dipoles. 
Furthermore the fields are taken at the centre X" instead of R". 
As compared to the serni-relativistic classica] result (TV.Al27) the present 

result contains as extra terms with the spin: 

(83) 

(In the serni-relativistic limit the term that couples the spin electric dipole 
moment in motion with the magnetic field does not contribute, and neither 
does the Poisson bracket derivative of the spin electric or magnetic dipole 
moment.) The form of these terms is consistent with the results of chapter 
VIII: v. problem 6 of that chapter. 
If particles forming a set move in each other's fields the energy equa 

tion for these particles contains also an interatomic field contribution that 
may be developed in a double multipole series if the atoms are sufficiently 
far apart. We write, for brevity's sake, only the terms which couple the elec 
tric multipoles with each other and the magnetic ones with each other. They 
follow by using the expressions ( 45) and ( 46) for the Weyl transforms of the 
fields: 
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co 

tfit-tfit = - I I {vk·Vk!1.t•l: V% µ;'"l: V7' 
l(*k) 11.m=0 

1 
+(órP!l.k

11
l): V%µ;'"l: V;"} 4n1Xk-Xzl 

co 
- '\' '\' [(V"-1 : v(II) /\ V )·{vm- l : (ó v<"')) /\ V} L, L, k • k k l • tP l l 

l(*k) 11,m=l 

+ Vz"V1(VZ-1 : v~"J /\ Vk)·(V?'-1 : vf'"l /\ V1) 

-(v -v)·V (V"-1: v<nl. /\ V )·(V"'-1: v<111l /\ V) k I k k • k.sprn k l • l l 

- fV"-1 : (ó v<11l . /\ V )}·(V"'-1 : v<"'l /\ V) l k • tP k,sprn k l • l l 
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The energy equation for an atom that is part of a set of atoms has been 
found now as: 

Óip(½mkvf+vk·gk+tk+uk) = tfit+t/1~ (86) 

with long range and short range power terms at the right-hand side. 

c. The angular momentum equation 

The angular momentum equation for a stable group of spin particles may be 
derived along similar lines. One finds then an expression for the sum of lst: 
the Poisson bracket of the Weyl transform of the orbital angular momentum 

-(V"-1 : v<"l . /\ V )·{Vm- i : (ó v<"'l) /\ V }] l (84) 
k • k,spin k z • tP z 1 4n!Xk-Xzl 

In the genera! case of arbitrary separations between the atoms, the inter 
atomie contribution to the energy law may be written as a sum of a long range 
part which is given by (80) with (84) and a short range part ti. The latter is 
equal to the difference of the unexpanded and expanded interatomic field 
contributions. Again we write only those terms that give upon expansion the 
long range terms (84). One finds for these terms: 

i/t~ = L L {-( vk + Órp rk;)-V k,-c-2(órP rk,)-( Órp rij)( v1 + Ó1p r1JV1j 
l(*k) i,j 

- ~ (v1+01pr1j)-Vk;(à1Prk;)-(o-1j/\ Vk;) 
2mljc 

h 
+ ---2 (vk+à1P"ki)·Vk,(orpl"1J(o-u/\ Vk;) 

2mljc 

- ~ (vk+à1Prk;)-Vk,àcr(rk;-r1J(o-ki/\ Vk;) 
2mkic 

h2 ) 
- ---- -2 (vk+atPrk;)·Vk;(o-k, /\ Vk;)°(O'zj /\ Vk;)f 

4mk,mljc 

ek;eu -(t/Jt-tfite)· (85) 
4n1Xk;-Xljl 

(Again sums of terms in which spins occur are extended only over the elec 
trons.) 

(1) " ' ., sk = L, mki rki /\ rki 
i 

(v. (61) and (76) for the expressions r{, and,:~;) with the Weyl transform H 
of the Hamiltonian, 2nd: a commutator of the spin angular momentum 

sf2l = I' ½ho-ki 
i 

of the particles with H, 3rd: the Poisson bracket with Hof a term 

si3l = I' ½h(Pk,/\o-k;)/\Pd2mf;c2, 
i 

(4) '\' h , ( ) ekiekj sk = - L, ---2 rk, /\ (Tkj /\ vkî , , 
,,j(i*j) 2mkjc 4nlrki-rkjl 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

due to the fact that the spins are in motion (v. (53)), and 4th: the Poisson 
bracket of an intra-atomie field contribution 

(90) 

One finds for the special case of a single composite particle in a slowly 
changing external field (Ee, B0): 

Dip(sf l+s?l+si4l)+ !_ [H, sfl] 
fi 

- Ol (E -l B) Ol (B -1 E) -i (<1J E) - µk /\ e + C Vk /\ e + Vk /\ e - C Vk /\ e + C Vk /\ Vk,spin /\ e 

-Vk/\Uk (91) 

(with vk = ó1pXk and gk given by (69)) up to dipole terms. As compared to 
the non-relativistic quantum result (VI.111-112) one finds two extra terms 
that couple magnetic dipole moments with the external electric field and a 
term with the spin momentum g k. The fields are taken at the position of the 
centra! point X; with respect to which also the semi-relativistic dipole 1110- 
ments are defined (v. (65)). 
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Comparison with the classica! semi-relativistic equation (IV.Al36) shows 
which spin terms are to be added in the present case. In the first place one 
has at the left-hand side the spin contributions (88-90) to the inner angular 
momentum of the composite particle. At the right-hand side four spin terms 
are added, namely a term -vk /\ g" with the spin momentum g" (69), and 
three terms 

<tl E Ol B -i( Ol ) E µk.spin /\ C + vk.spin /\ e + C vk /\ vk.spin /\ C • (92) 

The form of the last two terms is the same as that of ( 54 ). 
The extension to the case of a set of composite particles in each other's 

fields is straightforward and wil! not be given here. 


